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Who is Stahls’ DMS?
Stahls’ DMS (Digital Media Supply) is the sign division of Stahls’ Canada; a GroupeStahl  
company you have come to know and trust for all your decoration needs. 

We know that decoration doesn’t just end with apparel and promotional products and that sign 
is also a big part of the industry.   

We’re making it easy for you to succeed in your business by offering the latest innovations in 
media, accessories and sign solutions. We’ve simplified our media selection by categorizing each 
type to help you quickly find what you are looking for. With our wide selection of media, Stahls’ 
DMS has something to meet your needs.

Our website offers 24/7 support, tips from industry experts, and a complete line of sign making 
equipment and accessories conveniently available at your fingertips!

Not sure what you are looking for? Let us help! Our customer service team is standing by to help 
you place an order, or to answer any questions that you may have.  

We’re here to make it easier on you! Stahls’ DMS; Your Trusted Supplier for Printers, Cutters and 
Sign Making Materials!

Roland Textart RT-640
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OVERLAMINATE FILMS

Calendered Overlaminate 
DMS Calendered Overlaminate is clear film used to protect and enhance graphics printed on digital media. It features an 
outdoor durability of up to 3 years, extending the life of your graphics. The clear finish enhances the overall appearance of 
digitally printed graphics and offers protection against environmental conditions. This product is available in a variety of 
finishes to satisfy your project needs, including Clear (1-mil), High Gloss (3.5-mil) and Matte (3.5-mil). Increase the value 
of your printed graphics with minimal effort by adding one of these overlaminates! Great for stickers and decals, labels, 
identification cards and more!

DMS3784527  DMS 1-mil Gloss Clear Overlaminate 27˝x150´   $79.35
DMS3784554  DMS 1-mil Gloss Clear Overlaminate 54˝x150´   $158.60
DMS37845SMPL DMS 1-mil Gloss Clear Overlaminate 27˝x15´ Sample  $20.00

DMS3784430  DMS 3.5-mil High Gloss Clear Overlaminate 30˝x150´  $132.70
DMS3784454  DMS 3.5-mil High Gloss Clear Overlaminate 54˝x150´  $238.85
DMS37844SMPL DMS 3.5-mil High Gloss Clear Overlaminate 30˝x15´ Sample $20.00

DMS3783530  DMS 3.5-mil Matte Clear Overlaminate 30˝x150´   $136.00
DMS3783554  DMS 3.5-mil Matte Clear Overlaminate 54˝x150´   $244.70
DMS37835SMPL DMS 3.5-mil Matte Clear Overlaminate 27˝x15´ Sample  $20.00

Cast Overlaminate
DMS 2-mil Optically Clear Cast Overlaminate is a high gloss clear film used to protect and enhance your digitally   
printed graphics. It is easy to use as it wets out quickly and the high gloss finish provides exceptional image clarity. This 
cast laminate provides excellent protection from UV radiation and environmental conditions with an outdoor durability of 
up to 5 years. Great for long term graphics, flexible graphics, promotional displays, point-of-purchase displays, trade show 
graphics, outdoor signage, banners, stickers & decals, window graphics, vehicles wraps and more!

DMS3895730  DMS 2-mil Optically Clear Cast Overlaminate 30˝x150´  $409.35
DMS3895754  DMS 2-mil Optically Clear Cast Overlaminate 54˝x150´  $736.60
DMS38957SMPL DMS 2-mil Optically Clear Cast Overlaminate 30˝x50´ Sample $50.00

Floor Graphic Overlaminate
DMS Floor Graphic Laminate is an economical overlaminate specifically designed to protect floor graphics. It is UL-410 
classified for slip resistance. It also features a clear textured finish which enhances the overall appearance of digitally  
printed graphics and has excellent wet out characteristics. Great for temporary floor graphics (provides up to 6 months  
durability), point-of-purchase displays, counter or table graphics, and more!

DMS3982927  DMS Floor Graphic Laminate 27˝x150´    $126.30
DMS3982954  DMS Floor Graphic Laminate 54˝x150´    $252.55
DMS39829SMPL DMS Floor Graphic Laminate 27˝x15´ Sample   $20.00

DMS Floor Graphic Laminate
(page 10)

DID YOU KNOW?
Overlaminates films provide protection against abrasion, UV 
light and outdoor conditions. They increase the durablility and 
offer changes to the overall finish, such as matte or gloss.
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STANDARD CALENDERED SIGN MEDIA - PERMANENT

Calendered Vinyl 
Calendered Vinyl is pressure-sensitive, printable vinyl media which features an outdoor durability of up to 3 years   
un-laminated and up to 5 years when laminated (depending on environmental conditions). It is available in a clear gloss 
finish, a white gloss finish or a matte white finish and works well as a multi-purpose solution for a variety of jobs. Try 
DMS media for a block out feature and a more economical solution. Great for flat & slightly curved/non-complex surfaces, 
medium term promotional displays, point-of-purchase displays, trade show graphics, outdoor signage, stickers & decals, and 
more! 

DMS3198130  DMS Gloss White Block Out Vinyl 30˝x150´  $161.00
Other sizes available upon request.

RESMCCVP15030 Roland® Clear Calendered Vinyl 30˝x150´  $180.50
RESMCCVP15054 Roland® Clear Calendered Vinyl 54˝x150´  $315.85

RESMGCVP5020 Roland®  Gloss White Calendered Vinyl 20˝x50´  $56.35
RESMGCVP15030 Roland® Gloss White Calendered Vinyl 30˝x150´  $180.50
RESMGCVP15054 Roland® Gloss White Calendered Vinyl 54˝x150´  $315.85

RESMMCVP5020 Roland® Matte White Calendered Vinyl 20˝x50´  $56.35
RESMMCVP15030 Roland® Matte White Calendered Vinyl 30˝x150´  $180.50
RESMMCVP15054 Roland® Matte White Calendered Vinyl 54˝x150´  $315.85

STANDARD CALENDERED SIGN MEDIA – REMOVABLE

DMS Matte White Removable Block Out Vinyl
DMS Matte White Removable Block Out Vinyl is 3.2-mil, pressure-sensitive, removable, printable vinyl media. It contains a 
grey adhesive for block out capability and boasts an outdoor durability of up to 3 years when laminated. Featuring a  
beautiful matte white finish, this vinyl is great for flat & slightly curved surfaces, medium term promotional displays,   
point-of-purchase displays, trade show graphics, outdoor signage, banners, fleet/bus advertisement, and more!

DMS3201030  DMS Matte White Removable Block Out Vinyl 30˝x150´  $147.75
DMS3201054  DMS Matte White Removable Block Out Vinyl 54˝x150´  $266.30
DMS32010SMPL DMS Matte White Removable Block Out Vinyl 27˝x15´ Sample $20.00
Other sizes available upon request.
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CAST SIGN MEDIA

Roland® Premium Cast Vinyl
Roland® Premium Cast Vinyl is a 2-mil, gloss, printable vinyl media with an outdoor durability of up to 5 years when  
laminated. It is backed with a grey block out adhesive at 96% opacity and white point of 94. Roland® Premium Cast  
Vinyl also features a long-term adhesive making for easy application and repositioning during installation as well as easy  
removal. It is highly conformable to rivets, irregular curves and indentations and serves as a multi-purpose solution for a 
variety of jobs. Great for both flat & irregularly curved surfaces, long term promotional displays, point-of-purchase displays, 
trade show graphics, window graphics, vehicle graphics, floor graphics, wall coverings & murals, outdoor signage, banners, 
stickers & decals, and more!

RESMPCV45020 Roland® Premium Cast Vinyl 20˝x50´    $126.90
RESMPCV47530 Roland® Premium Cast Vinyl 30˝x75´    $234.05
RESMPCV47554 Roland® Premium Cast Vinyl 54˝x75´    $421.60 

WINDOW MEDIA

DMS 3.5-mil Gloss Clear Flexible Removable Vinyl
DMS 3.5-mil Gloss Clear Flexible Removable Vinyl is a removable, printable media designed for both 1-way and 2-way 
window graphics. It features an ultra-low peel removable adhesive and a clear gloss finish. Great for flat surfaces, medium 
term promotional displays, point-of-purchase displays, and more!

DMS3783630  DMS 3.5-mil Gloss Clear Flexible Removable Vinyl 30˝x150´  $134.90
DMS37836SMPL DMS 3.5-mil Gloss Clear Flexible Removable Vinyl 30˝x15´  $20.00
   Sample
Other sizes available upon request.
  
Static Cling 
Static Cling is 7-mil gloss, printable vinyl media which clings to either the inside or outside of 
glass and smooth polished surfaces without the use of adhesive. It is easily applied, repositioned & 
removed when needed leaving no residue after removal. Achieve greater efficiency with these fast 
drying, easy to apply, durable materials. Try Roland® Static Cling for features such as scratch, tear 
and water resistance. Great for flat surfaces, medium term promotional displays, point-of-purchase 
displays, trade show graphics, window graphics, product identification, stickers & decals and more!

RESMCSC5020  Roland® Clear Static Cling 20˝x50´    $56.35
RESMCSC7530  Roland® Clear Static Cling 30˝x75´    $78.90
RESMCSC7554  Roland® Clear Static Cling 54˝x75´    $140.95 

RESMWSC5020 Roland® White Static Cling 20˝x50´    $56.35
RESMWSC7530 Roland® White Static Cling 30˝x75´    $78.90
RESMWSC7554 Roland® White Static Cling 54˝x75´    $140.95

          
         MEDIA BY THE FOOT (Feet per roll)    
            3     15      30         75                150
DMS3132125FT DMS 7-mil Clear Static Cling 25” $4.00  $16.45  $31.35   $75.95     $147.25 
DMS3132150FT DMS 7-mil Clear Static Cling 50” $7.80  $32.15  $61.75   $149.50   $290.05 

DMS3132225FT DMS 7-mil White Static Cling 25” $4.00  $16.45  $31.35   $75.95     $147.25 
DMS3132250FT DMS 7-mil White Static Cling 50” $7.80  $32.15  $61.75   $149.50   $290.05 
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PERFORATED WINDOW MEDIA

Perforated Window Vinyl   
60/40 Perforated Window Vinyl is a white vinyl that has been specially designed for one-way viewing capability. It has been 
laminated onto black vinyl and perforated to enable printing on one side while still allowing one to see through from the 
other side. The holes are 1.5 mm in size creating 60% printable area and 40% open area. Perforated Window Vinyl  
contains a repositionable adhesive allowing for easy application and removal after 1 year (depending on the application and 
environmental conditions). Try our economical 6-mil DMS perforated window vinyl or Roland’s 7-mil featuring a synthetic 
liner for more efficient feed and dry times. Great for flat surfaces, vehicle & fleet graphics, point-of-purchase displays,  
window graphics, outdoor signage, and more!

Note: Optically clear overlaminate is required for perforated window vinyl to ensure visibility.
        
                       MEDIA BY THE FOOT (Feet per roll)
             3      15        30         75             100
DMS3228727FT  DMS 60/40 Perforated Window Vinyl 27” $14.25   $59.25   $112.75  $275.35    $353.50 
DMS3228754FT  DMS 60/40 Perforated Window Vinyl 54” $18.95   $78.95   $150.30  $364.45    $471.30 

RESMVTV25024 Roland® 60/40 ViewThru Vinyl 24˝x50´    $332.75
RESMVTV25053 Roland® 60/40 ViewThru Vinyl 53˝x50´    $710.65

DID YOU KNOW?
Constructed in layers, Perforated Vinyl consist of a black vinyl 
which is then followed by a white printable vinyl. The black 
vinyl acts as an optical illusion allowing clear visibility from 
the back.
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WALL MEDIA

Wall-Frog™ Removable Fabric 
Wall-Frog™ is a 4-mil matte, eco-friendly removable, printable fabric media. It is easy to cut, 
weed and apply making it user-friendly, especially on smaller graphics and detailed cuts. This 
versatile material is removable and repositionable (up to 50 times on a clean surface), with the 
help of its durable adhesive that leaves no residue behind. Graphics do not require a white border and the edges will not 
curl or fray. Wall-Frog™ is great for virtually any indoor surfaces including wall displays, murals, temporary decals, signage, 
posters, presentations, point-of-purchase displays, trade show graphics, seasonal decorations, or as décor including wall 
coverings, murals, door and wall decoration, equipment decoration, and photo reproduction. Try illuminating this product 
with a back light for a unique effect!
                   MEDIA BY THE FOOT (Feet per roll)
           3     15     30         75             100
GF25054RL20FT  Wall-Frog™ Removable Fabric White 20” $6.75  $32.15   $61.50     $146.90   $188.00 
GF25054RL30FT  Wall-Frog™ Removable Fabric White 30” $9.35  $44.60   $85.70     $204.80   $264.00 
GF25054RL54FT  Wall-Frog™ Removable Fabric White 54” $16.90  $80.00   $155.75  $364.95   $471.15 

PhotoTex Removable Fabric
PhotoTex Removable Fabric is a 10-mil removable, printable fabric media. It is easy to apply, remove and reapply without 
weakening the adhesive or leaving a sticky residue behind. It is durable and will not tear or wrinkle. PhotoTex can be 
repositioned on a clean surface more than 50 times! It easily wraps around wall corners, ceilings or poles as well as many 
other surfaces. It is a multi-purpose solution that can also be illuminated with a back light. Great for wall graphics, posters 
& presentations, point-of-purchase displays, trade show graphics, temporary decals & signage, seasonal decorations and as 
décor including wall coverings and murals, door/wall decoration, and equipment decoration. 

MC270WAG001  PhotoTex Removable Fabric 27˝x25´    $100.50
MC270WAG001  PhotoTex Removable Fabric 27˝x50´    $182.65
MC270WAG001  PhotoTex Removable Fabric 27˝x100´    $353.50
MC540WAG001  PhotoTex Removable Fabric 54˝x100´    $662.25

Roland® WallFlair™ Removable Media
WallFlair™ Removable media is printable material available in both a vinyl with a matte finish and a fabric featuring a 
semi-gloss finish. It has excellent opacity at 96% for vinyl and 99% for fabric. It is easy to use and adheres to flat and 
slightly curved surfaces including walls, most types of wallpaper and wood panels without leaving a messy residue behind. 
It can be repositioned on a clean surface more than 50 times! WallFlair™ Removable Fabric is GREENGUARD Certified 
UL2818 which includes safety factors that make this product acceptable for use in environments such as schools and 
hospitals. Great for wall graphics, posters & presentations, point-of-purchase displays, trade show graphics, indoor signage, 
temporary decals & signage, seasonal decorations, photo reproduction and as décor including wall coverings/murals, door/
wall decoration.
                     MEDIA BY THE FOOT (Feet per roll)
           3     15    30     50      75               100
RESMWFRV5020FT Roland® WallFlair™ Removable Vinyl 20” $4.60  $21.60  N.A $59.25      N/A          N/A
RESMWFRV10030FT Roland® WallFlair™ Removable Vinyl 30” $5.60  $26.60  $50.70     N/A $123.20      $157.95 
RESMWFRV10054FT Roland® WallFlair™ Removable Vinyl 54” $8.95  $42.75  $81.50     N/A $198.00      $253.80 

DMS Matte Removable Wall Vinyl
As the name suggests, this product is a 6-mil, matte, white, semi-rigid, removable, printable vinyl media. If features an  
ultra-low peel adhesive which allows for super easy removal. It has an outdoor durability of up to 5 years when laminated 
and can be used as a multi-purpose solution for a variety of jobs. Great for wall graphics, posters & presentations,   
point-of-purchase displays, trade show graphics, indoor signage, temporary decals & signage, seasonal decorations or as 
decor:  wall coverings/murals, door/wall decoration. Note: A ¼˝ border around the graphic is recommended to prevent  
edges from lifting.

DMS3990154  DMS 6-mil Matte Removable Wall Vinyl 54˝x150´   $362.20
DMS39901SMPL DMS 6-mil Matte Removable Wall Vinyl 30˝x15´ Sample  $20.00
Other sizes available upon request.

Note: Wall graphics are best applied to smooth, flat surfaces. Application of wall media to uncured paint can negatively affect the graphics’ 
adhesion to the surface. Consult primer/paint manufacturer’s recommendations for dry and cure times. Removal of wall media can cause 
damage to the applied surface due to a variety of uncontrolled variables. Stahls’ Canada is not responsible for damage to applied surfaces 
caused by removal of media, including those products with removable adhesive. Before using, we strongly recommend testing of the product 
to determine suitability for its intended use.
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FILM & SPECIALTY MEDIA

Roland® Backlit Film
Roland® Backlit Film is an 8-mil translucent, printable polyester media perfect for backlit applications 
whether the light is on or off. It produces high quality images with rich colour density and 90% 
opacity. It is available in either a glossy or matte finish. This durable media features a high contrast 
finish and it dries quickly allowing for greater efficiency. It is highly scratch resistant and does not 
require lamination making for an economical alternative to other media. Great for point-of-purchase & 
retail displays, light boxes, general transit advertising, bus shelters and other backlit signage.

RESMGBF10054 Roland® Glossy Backlit Film 54˝x100´    $373.60

RESMMBF10054 Roland® Matte Backlit Film 54˝x100´    $317.20
Other sizes are available upon request.

Roland® Premium Reflective Vinyl
Roland® Premium Reflective Vinyl is a semi-matte, 6-mil, pressure sensitive, white/reflective, opaque, printable media with 
permanent adhesive. It is a durable stable cast vinyl that provides high visibility during the day and at night. It can  
produce over 11,000 colours with reflective capability when used with Roland® colour system library. This product conforms 
to ASTM D4956 Type I specifications. Great for safety and patrol vehicles, environmental/safety graphics, and virtually any 
graphics requiring high visibility, especially at night. 

RESMPRV25030 Roland® Premium Reflective Vinyl 30˝x50´   $406.10

FINE ART MEDIA

Roland® Solvent Canvas
Roland® Solvent Canvas is a 20-mil, 65% polyester/35% cotton, white top coated, printable media. It is waterproof  
without lamination and resistant to cockling making it both a durable & economical solution. It can be easily stretched 
without cracking (ideal for mounting on frames). Roland® Solvent Canvas is available with a high sheen finish (gloss) or 
low glare satin finish (satin) with superior colour brilliance and excellent image definition. Great for indoor applications, art 
reproduction, photography backdrops and trade show graphics and more!

RESMSGC2530  Roland® Solvent Gloss Canvas 30˝x25´    $98.65
RESMSGC2554  Roland® Solvent Gloss Canvas 54˝x25´    $163.50

RESMSSC2530  Roland® Solvent Satin Canvas 30˝x25´    $98.65
RESMSSC2554  Roland® Solvent Satin Canvas 54˝x25´    $163.50

DID YOU KNOW? 
Film products can be used to create light 
boxes such as menu boards, transit shelters, 
or even retail store front signage.
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PAPER

Roland® Solvent Glossy Paper
Roland® Solvent Glossy Paper is a glossy media that is perfect for full-colour, high resolution printing. It is available with or 
without the adhesive. It dries quickly allowing for greater efficiency and has an excellent opacity rating at 95% as well as a 
white point value of 96. This product’s coating reduces ink consumption making it a cost effective solution for a variety of 
indoor graphic applications. It is resistant to cockling and excessive curl, scratches & tears and is also water-fast. Enhance 
your graphics and image quality with this multi-purpose solution for a variety of indoor graphic applications including;  
posters & presentations, point-of-purchase displays, trade show graphics, fine art/photographic reproductions, and more! 
Choose Roland® Solvent Glossy Paper with Adhesive for pressure sensitive labels & decals and many more mounted graphic 
applications!

RESMSGP35020 Roland® Solvent Glossy Paper 20˝x50´    $35.20
RESMSGP310030 Roland® Solvent Glossy Paper 30˝x100´    $90.25
RESMSGP310054 Roland® Solvent Glossy Paper 54˝x100´    $157.95

RESMSGPA5020 Roland® Solvent Glossy Paper with Adhesive 20˝x50´  $70.45
RESMSGPA10030 Roland® Solvent Glossy Paper with Adhesive 30˝x100´  $155.95
Other sizes available upon request.

Roland Texart™ Sublimation Transfer Paper
Roland® Texart Sublimation Transfer Paper is a premium quality transfer paper made for dye sublimation. This uniformly
coated 95 gsm paper has excellent ink absorption, quick drying time and extremely high ink release during the sublimation 
process. As a result, this paper yields high-resolution, vibrant colours as well as crisp sharp lines and details.

RDSMRTP44364       Roland® Texart Sublimation Transfer Paper 64˝x443´  $311.99

DRY ERASE

Dry Erase Overlaminate
DMS 1-mil Dry Erase Overlaminate is a clear film used to protect and enhance graphics printed on digital media while  
creating a dry erase surface. It features a clear, gloss finish which enhances the overall appearance of digitally printed 
graphics with an outdoor durability of up to a year. This versatile overlaminate allows you to create a dry erase surface on 
virtually any solvent ink print. Great for reusable signage & presentation boards, labels & coupons, planners, calendars, 
maps and more!

DMS37843SMPL DMS 1-mil Clear Dry Erase Overlaminate 27˝x15´ Sample  $20.00
Other sizes available upon request.

BANNER MEDIA

Roland® Light-Weight Banner Vinyl
Roland® Light-Weight Banner Vinyl is a 14-mil, non-curling, printable vinyl media ideal for banners and other signage. It 
features a luster finish for enhanced graphics and image quality with an outdoor durability of up to 3 years. This banner 
vinyl is easily welded, hemmed or sewn or can be fitted with pole-pockets or grommets. Great for short or long-term banners 
& signage, point-of-purchase displays, trade show graphics, outdoor signage and more!

RESMLBV212030 Roland® Light-Weight Banner Vinyl 30˝x120´   $169.20
RESMLBV212054 Roland® Light-Weight Banner Vinyl 54˝x120´   $304.55
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PS SIGN VINYL - PERMANENT

PS Sign Vinyl
PS (Pressure Sensitive) Sign Vinyl is a 3-mil, pressure-sensitive, gloss calendered vinyl that is easy to cut, weed and apply 
for improved production efficiency. It is a single colour, cut-only media that is flexible and easy to work with. This durable 
vinyl features sunlight resistance of up to 5 years with normal outdoor exposure to the elements. It is a great solution for 
both indoor and outdoor applications including short to medium term general purpose graphic applications, flat surfaces 
and simple curves, architectural signage, commercial-retail signage, point-of-purchase displays, graphics & decals and 
more! Common applications include: water bottles, lawn signs, hockey pucks, doors, walls, windows, store fronts, glassware 
etc. Stocked in 23 great colours.
          1yd      5yd      10yd           25yd         50yrd
24˝ PS Sign Vinyl - Permanent     $2.70 $12.50   $23.75     $55.00    $108.75

MC240PRV000  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Clear 
MC240PRV001  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl White 
MC240PRV002  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Black 
MC240PRV003  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Red 
MC240PRV005  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Gold 
MC240PRV007  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Gray 
MC240PRV009  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Orange 
MC240PRV011  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Purple 
MC240PRV015  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Dk Green 
MC240PRV017  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Pink 
MC240PRV022  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Blue 
MC240PRV064  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Silver 

MC240PRV068  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Brown 
MC240PRV090  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Yellow 
MC240PRV091  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Green 
MC240PRV094  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Lime Green 
MC240PRV123  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Aqua 
MC240PRV170  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Tomato Red 
MC240PRV173  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Canary Yellow 
MC240PRV174  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Olympic Blue 
MC240PRV175  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Sapphire Blue 
MC240PRV176  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Light Navy 
MC240PRV505  CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Sign Vinyl Burgundy 

PS SIGN VINYL - REMOVABLE 

PS Gloss Removable Sign Vinyl
Pressure Sensitive Gloss Removable Sign Vinyl is a pressure-sensitive, removable, glossy calendered vinyl that is easy to 
cut, weed & apply. It is a single colour, 24˝ wide, cut-only media that is flexible, durable and economical. Stocked in 5 
great colours, PS Gloss Removable Sign Vinyl is great for virtually any indoor surface, flat surfaces, simple curves, walls 
and other sensitive surfaces, posters & presentations, point-of-purchase displays, trade show graphics, temporary decals & 
signage, seasonal decorations and as decor: wall coverings/murals, door/wall decoration, equipment decoration.
         
          1yd          5yd      10yd        25yd        50yd
24˝ PS Sign Vinyl – Removable      $3.25    $15.00   $28.10   $63.25    $114.50

MC240GRV001 CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Gloss Removable Sign Vinyl White
MC240GRV002 CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Gloss Removable Sign Vinyl Black
MC240GRV147 CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Gloss Removable Sign Vinyl Cherry Red
MC240GRV148 CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Gloss Removable Sign Vinyl Daffodil
MC240GRV175 CAD-CUT 24˝ PS Gloss Removable Sign Vinyl Sapphire Blue

DID YOU KNOW?
Sign Vinyl is water proof and UV protected for both indoor 
and outdoor applications, such as vehicle wraps, decals, 
window graphics, floor graphics and much more. 
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PRINT/CUT, SUBLIMATION & UV EQUIPMENT

Roland® VersaStudio BN-20 Eco-Solvent Desktop Printer/Cutter offers durable 
printing, contour cutting, metallic ink and white ink options. This powerful 
device brings increased profitability with its ability to print and cut a variety 
of different jobs on a broad range of media. Automatic contour cutting  
eliminates the need for reloading/repositioning.
Includes VersaWorks® and R-Works software. The BN-20 is an affordable, 
user-friendly option for desktop printing/cutting. Perfect for any start-up 
business or can be used as a back-up to compliment your current operations. 
Great for a variety of different printing jobs including apparel heat transfers 
and small signs.

RBN20   Roland® VersaStudio 20˝ Printer/Cutter

Roland® TrueVIS™ SG series printer/cutters offer the quality and versatility 
that will make you feel confident about the quality of your projects. It 
features extreme colour quality, integrated printing and contour cutting, with 
high-tech ease-of-use. The SG delivers it all at an unbeatable value. Two new 
FlexFireTM printheads distribute dot patterns more efficiently for high quality 
images and colour without high ink consumption. This new ink system offers 
low-consumption, and low-cost production with maximum output. Manage 
the functions of the SG printer/cutter remotely using a smartphone or tablet 
with a Bluetooth connection for ease of use. TrueVIS colour is achieved with 
FlexFire printheads and delivers a wide gamut of stunning, colourful images 
for an incredible price.

RSG300 Roland® TrueVIS SG300 Printer/Cutter
Available in 30” & 54˝ Printer/Cutter.

Roland® TrueVIS™ VG Series introduces the latest game changing
technology to inkjet printer/cutters bringing customers both maximum 
versatility and profitability. New FlexFire™ print heads with precision 
droplets, along with eco-solvent TrueVIS inks produce high quality vibrant 
images at cost-effective rates. These completely redesigned machines deliver 
unsurpassed results to a variety of graphics including decals, labels, banners, 
vehicle graphics, signs and posters. The TrueVIS™ VG comes with a 
Bluetooth-enabled Roland DG MobilePanel so you can now manage your 
print/cut jobs from anywhere in your office using a mobile device. 
The TrueVIS™ VG Series is Roland’s most innovative printer/cutter series yet.  

RVG540  Roland® TrueVIS™ VG Series 54” Printer/Cutter
64˝ Printer/Cutter also available upon request.
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Roland® Texart™ RT-640 Dye Sublimation Printer is a large format (64˝) printer 
that can be used to create sublimated transfers for sportswear, decor, point-
of-purchase displays, trade show exhibits and much more. The Roland® 
Texart RT-640 was designed to simplify the process of creating sublimated 
graphics and provides superior quality. Designs are printed onto transfer 
paper, which are then applied to fabric using a heat press.

RRT640 Roland® Texart™ RT-640 Dye Sublimation Printer
Find Sublimation Transfer Paper on page 10.

Royal Sovereign 65” Width, 14” Infrared Drum Calendar Press RHPI-1835 is 
the perfect solution for entry into small to medium volume production of 
sublimated fabrics. Engineered for fast piece to roll production of apparel 
with the versatility to handle roll to roll production. The Infra-Red heating 
technology provides all the benefits of traditional oil heated calendars 
without the extended warm up times. A continuous quality transfer is 
achieved every time through the precise regulation to ensure actual 
temperature stays within a 1% variance of the desired temperature. The 
RHPI-135 Anti-Ghosting features helps prevents images from stretching or 
skewing during the sublimation process. Save time with the 8 programable 
cycles to ensure calendar press to ready to go when you are.

Call for pricing

Roland® VersaUV LEF Series comes in a choice of entry-level, mid-level 
or production level of benchtop UV printers. Allowing direct printing 
capabilities on virtually an unlimited range of promotional products, and 
signage. Optimized table motion and cleaning cycles significantly reduces 
the time required to set up and print jobs. The Eco-UV4 Ink allows for gloss 
and matte finishes including multi-layering simulate for embossed and 3D 
effects. Automatic Ink Circulation System prevents pigments and white ink 
from settling in ink lines and reduces the running cost by minimizing white 
ink wastage. New VersaWorks Dual RIP Software allows the ability to set 
up media, generate layers of White, or create special effects within the RIP 
which lets users spend less time preparing and more time printing. 

Call for pricing
Available in 12”, 20” & 30”

PRINT/CUT, SUBLIMATION & UV EQUIPMENT

Stahls’ DMS is an authorized Roland® distributor/service provider. Other equipment not listed in this catalogue may be available upon request. Please call 
us at 1.800.521.5255. We would be happy to work with you to ensure that you find what you are looking for. 

Let us help you decide which machine is right for you.
Call us today or visit StahlsDMS.com for more information.

Is your operating budget stretched a little thin? Don’t worry! We can help!
Stahls’ DMS offers affordable financing for our customers. Get a FREE instant quote online today!
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Roland® TrueVIS Ink A major step forward in eco-solvent technology, the TrueVIS INK system offers you wide colour gamut 
printing at a lower running cost. TrueVIS INK combines with the latest Roland inkjet devices that boast four FlexFire™ print 
heads. Every drop of ink falls exactly where it is intended, delivering beautiful images and uniform colours at production 
speeds. Compatible with Roland® TrueVIS™ SG Series (CMYK Only) and VG-540 print/cut systems. This fast-drying eco-
friendly ink is virtually odourless, GREENGUARD Gold certified, and has a three-year outdoor durability. 

PRINT/CUT & SUBLIMATION PRINTER INKS

RESL3BK Black   220ml
RESL3CY Cyan   220ml
RESL3LC Light Cyan  220ml
RESL3LM Light Magenta  220ml
RESL3MG Magenta  220ml
RESL3MT Metallic Silver  220ml
RESL3YE Yellow   220ml
RSLCL         Cleaning Cartridge  220ml

RESL34BK Black   440 ml
RESL34CY Cyan   440 ml
RESL34LCY Light Cyan  440 ml
RESL34LMG Light Magenta  440 ml
RESL34MG Magenta  440 ml
RESL34YE Yellow   440 ml

RESL4MT Metallic Silver  220ml
RESL4WH White   220ml
RESL4CL       Cleaning Cartridge 220ml

RESL44BK Black  440 ml
RESL44C Cyan  440 ml
RESL44LC Light Cyan 440 ml
RESL44LK Light Black 440 ml
RESL44LM Light Magenta 440 ml
RESL44M Magenta 440 ml
RESL44Y Yellow  440 ml 

Roland® Eco Solvent Max2 Inks
Eco-Sol MAX 2 is an advanced high-density ink that provides a broader colour range with a high colour 
vibrancy even at fast speeds. It comes available in CMYK for the XF-640, or CMYKLcLm plus greater 
opacity White, brilliant Metallic Silver and new Light Black for the XR-640 and VSi series.

Order online at Stahls.ca/eco-sol-max-inks

Roland® Eco Solvent Max Inks
Eco-Sol MAX® is an odourless mild solvent ink that enhances the 
performance of Roland inkjets through improved scratch resistance, 
faster drying time, higher density and a wide colour range on both coated and uncoated media. It has a durability of up to 
three years without lamination. Eco-Sol Max® comes available in Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black, Light Cyan, Light Magenta, 
Metallic Silver and White, on qualified devices.

Roland’s new Texart SBL3 Dye Sublimation Ink delivers superior 
image quality, while keeping productivity in mind. The RT-640 
offers a choice of a four-colour or eight-colour configuration. 
The four-colour (CMYK) mode produces bright colours, improved 
gray scale with subtle gradations, and high quality fine details. 
In the eight-colour (CMYKcLmOrVi) mode the colour gamut is 
increased even further with Orange and Violet inks that create 
vibrant reds, oranges, deep blues and purples. The addition of 
Light Cyan and Light Magenta also provide subtle gradations 
and realistic skin tones.

Roland® Sublimation Ink (1L Pouch)
RSBL3BK Black
RSBL3CY Cyan
RSBL3LC Light Cyan
RSBL3LM Light Magenta
RSBL3MG Magenta
RSBL3OR Orange
RSBL3VI Violet
RSBL3YE Yellow
RUSIJCL Roland Cleaning Cartridge

Roland® TrueVIS Ink (500ml Pouch)
RTRBK Black   $134.95 
RTRCY Cyan   $134.95 
RTRLC Light Cyan  $134.95 
RTRLK Light Black  $134.95 
RTRWH White   $174.99

RTRLM Light Magenta   $134.95 
RTRMG Magenta   $134.95 
RTRYE Yellow    $134.95 
RTRCL Cleaning Cartridge  $134.95 
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ROLAND PRINT/CUT CONSUMABLES

Having the right accessories and consumables for your printer/cutter can help to maintain your 
equipment and is essential in ensuring the most productive operation of your machine. From 
cleaning fluid and swabs to wipers and media flanges, we have the accessories you need to 
keep your Roland® printer/cutter operating smoothly. Maximize your efficiency by replacing 
your blades, blade holders and protection strips when needed. 

R1000000430  Roland® VersaWorks Software Disc
R1000014464  Roland® VG Wiper Pad
R1000014754  Roland® VG Rubber Wiper
R1000001658  Roland® Wiper Scraper (VP/SP/VPi/SPi)
RPS300  Roland® Cutter Protection Strip 30” (VP/SP/VPi/SPi) 
R1000015344  Roland® Cutter Protection Strip 54” (SG-540) 
R1000002598  Roland® Cutter Protection Strip 54” (VP/SP/VPi/SPi)
R1000014399  Roland® Cutter Protection Strip 64” (VG-640)
R1000007739  Roland® Cutter Protection Strip BN-20   
R1000003083  Roland® Media Flanges for VP300
R100000415  Roland® Filter Serge Mist
R1000006517  Roland® Rubber Wiper (VS/VSi/BN-20)
R1000006736  Roland® Felt Wiper (VS/VSi/BN-20)
R1000006737  Roland® Wiper Scraper (VS/VSi/BN-20)
R1000007719  Roland® Sheet, Linear Scale, BN-20
R1000007723  Roland® Drainage Assembly BN20
R1000007740  Roland® Pad for Media Clamps BN20
R1000007752  Roland® Media Left Clamp for BN20
R1000007753  Roland® Media Right Clamp for BN20
R1000008938  Roland® Drain Pad For BN20
R11369115  Roland® PMP Bottle FJ-500/SP-540
R11379105  Roland® Felt/Rubber Wiper (VP/SP/VPi/SPi)
R1416   Roland® SP300 Filter Serge Mist Upper
R21545195  Roland® Under Tray Pad (VP/SP/VPi/SPi)
R21565102  Roland® SP300 Pinch Roller LH/RH
R21565103  Roland® SP300 Pinch Rollers Center
R22275120  Roland® SP300 Filter Serge Mist Inner
R22805503  Roland® SP300 Assembly Long Media Clamp Left
R22805504  Roland® SP300 Assembly Long Media Clamp Right
R22805505  Roland® SP300 Assembly Short Media Clamp Left
R22805506  Roland® SP300 Assembly Short Media Clamp Right
RSWABKIT550  Roland® Swab Kit - 5˝ Swabs - 50 Pack
RUSBLADEKB  Roland® SP300 Sheet Cutter Blades 25Pk
RUSCLNFLD500 Roland® Cleaning Fluid Inkjet 500m
R6702419050  Roland® EcoSol Cleaning Solution 500ml
R22085118   Roland® EcoSol Cleaning Kit 100ml
BH   Roland® High Performance Adjustable Tip Blade Holder - Alloy

RXDCH3  Roland® Standard Performance Adjustable Tip Blade Holder - Plastic

Please visit stahls.ca for full listings of consumables. Other items are available upon request.
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LASER CUTTERS & ENGRAVERS

LASER ACCESSORIES & CONSUMABLES

The GCC LaserPro X252 offers an economical laser cutter and engraver. The 
Laser-Pro X series is equipped with a dependable sealed CO2 laser which 
offers a reliable source of 80W and 100W of power for mass production 
requirements. Perfect for small signs, trophies, awards, name tags, rubber 
stamps, and much more. This convenient, innovative CO2 engraver is your 
best choice for adding engraving capabilities to your business. 

The GCC LaserPro Spirit LS distinguishes itself from the competition by 
combining output quality, reliability, and user-friendliness. With an abundance 
of useful and innovative features, the Spirit LS sets the standard as the 
industrial benchmark for laser engravers.

Visit: Stahls.ca/laser-engraver for more information.

A faster and easier way to cut Twill™ and CAD-CUT® media!

Seklema Tablemats
Multi-purpose self-healing mats that can be used not only for lasers, but 
computerized engraving machines, routers and more. Seklema Tablemats are 
double-sided which increases the product life and allows items to be easily 
tacked down without the use of clamps. It is easy to remove, but won’t slip or 
move during operation. Great for cutting vinyl media. Available in two sizes:

LTM1624 16˝ x 24˝ Call for pricing 
LTM2424 24˝ x 24˝ Call for pricing  

GCC SmartBOX Cutting Accessory & Honeycomb Table Assembly
Compatible with the GCC LaserPro Spirit LS. The SmartBOX drawer allows 
for easy collection and removal of fallen debris while the Honeycomb Table 
allows for easy ventilation of heat, smoke, and vapors produced by the  
cutting process. Ideal for laser processing of fabrics and twill.

GCC29003087G Available by Special Order only.

DID YOU KNOW?
Clean your Seklema TableMat with water and a lint free cloth. 
After cleaning, your Seklema TableMat will experience a restored 
tack level.
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LASER ACCESSORIES & CONSUMABLES

Purex Digital 300i Extraction Unit
Compatible with the GCC LaserPro X252, C180 and the Spirit LS (with the  
appropriate connection kit). The Purex Digital 300i Extraction Unit has been  
specifically designed to prevent users from inhaling hazardous fumes & dust  
created by the laser process. The HEPA filtration removes 99.997% of particles 
(down to 0.3 micron partical size). This stainless steel unit is user-friendly, easy 
to install and has a quiet operation. The compact design mounted on four casters 
allows for easy placement in the production area or showroom as well as  mobility 
for re-location. It features a dedicated control & monitoring system with clear, informative graphic displays. This particular 
extraction unit has lower energy consumption through its variable speed motors &  automatic flow control which will help to 
reduce your overhead costs.

PX0LX3001  Call for pricing

Purex Fume Extraction System Alpha 400
Keep your workplace and the environment safe with this extraction system. Using the HEPA filter to capture particles and 
fumes produced by laser engraving, the system helps prevent damage to your laser engraver, protects machine operators 
and other personnel from hazardous fumes and maintains a constant air extraction rate. 

GCC2990AL4103 Available by Special Order only.

Purex SLS/X252 2.3m Connection Kit – 100:80mm
Compatible with the GCC LaserPro Spirit LS, the X252 and Purex 300/400 series extraction units. This kit contains all of 
the necessary couplings, clips & hoses for connection of a laser cutter/engraver to connect with the extraction unit. It is 
comprised of high quality, heavy duty construction for durability and longevity. This kit includes: 1 x 80 mm female  
coupling, 2 x 70-90 mm hose clips, 1 x 2 m by 82 mm flexible hose, 1 x 100-80mm reducer, 1 x 0.3 m by 100 mm  
flexible hose, and 2 x 90-120 mm hose clips. 

PX120288  Available by Special Order only
 

Purex Main HEPA/Chemical Filter – Alpha 300/400
The main filter for Purex 300/400 series extraction units filters small particles at 99.997% down to 0.3 microns in size.  
Featuring a chemical layer that absorbs a wide variety of gases and vapours ensuring a safe work environment. This quick 
and easy change installation filter is manufactured from pleated material. It incorporates reinforcement strips to separate 
the pleats and prevent airflow vibration or filter collapse. Each filter is individually tested to ensure performance & safety. 
Easy quick change installation

PX113505  Call for pricing

Purex Labyrinth 300 Bag Filter 2Pk – Alpha 300/400
This pre-filter is compatible with Purex 300/400 series extraction units. It has been designed to capture larger particles  
before they can enter the Main HEPA filter and extends its life. This efficient filter was specially designed to capture 20 
times more particles than main filter alone. It can effectively handle sticky or moisture laden particles by trapping and  
collecting particles for clean & simple disposal.

PX202274  Call for pricing
DID YOU KNOW?
Air Extraction Systems are specifically designed to prevent 
personnel from inhaling hazardous fumes and dust generated 
by the laser process. 
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LAMINATORS

Drytac JetMounter™ Series
The JetMounter series includes two motorized roller, table-top laminators 
(available in 26˝ and 34˝ widths). These units are operated by foot-switch, 
leaving both of your hands free to handle the work being processed. This 
series is designed for mounting and laminating inkjet outputs, however they 
are equally capable of handling photographic or any printed media. For even 
greater efficiency, both models include a supply shaft as well as   
self-checking photo cells to protect your fingers while you work.

DTJM26 26˝ Motorized Table Top Laminator  $1,395.00
DTJM34 34˝ Motorized Table Top Laminator  $1,695.00
  

Drytac Manual Table Top Laminator
This hands-free 25˝ table-top laminator is our economical solution for small 
photo studios, copy shops or anyone that requires a quick mounting and 
laminating solution for small pieces. With its simple durable construction the 
ML25 is super easy to operate. This compact unit also folds up for effortless 
transport and storage when not in use.

DTML25 25˝ Manual Table Top Laminator   $395.00
  

Royal Sovereign 27˝ Hot & Cold Table Top Laminator
Don’t let this laminators compact size fool you as it is a work horse in every 
respect! It’s designed to allow for easy desktop operation. Great for both hot 
and cold single-sided lamination requirements. The Royal Sovereign Hot & 
Cold Table Top Laminator features user friendly digital speed and 
temperature controls with high quality independently heated silicone  
rubber rollers. It laminates thermal and pressure sensitive films up to 27˝ 
wide and 7/32˝ thick. Upper and lower roller temperature controls along with 
9 programmable memory presets allow quick access to your most often used 
settings. It also makes this laminator a great choice.

SL2702 27˝ Hot & Cold Table Top Laminator  $3,700.00

Royal Sovereign 32˝ Cold-Only Laminator With Stand
This economical 32˝ cold only laminator is ideally paired with 30˝ cutters 
and printers. The compact design and user friendly digital controls ensures 
speed and efficiency in your work flow. It allows laminating and mounting up 
to 32˝ wide and 9/32˝ thick. Complete with a stand and casters, this  
laminator allows mobility around your work area. Featuring high quality
silicone rubber rollers and auto-grip hubs for easy replacement of media 
rolls. Complete with a take up system and a foot pedal for hands free  
operation.

RSC820CLS 32˝ Cold-Only Laminator With Stand  $3,190.00

Note: Large format laminators are also available by special order
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DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

Retractable 2 Single Sided Silver Base with Clamp
A classic style roll up self-winding banner stand with durable all-metal construction and reinforced side plates. The  
Retractable 2 comes equipped with its own nylon carrying bag and two top rail styles; self-adhesive or clamp (great for  
fabric media). It is ideal for short term displays and is lightweight making it easy to transport. Assembled dimensions: 33.5˝ 
wide by 78.875-79.25˝ height depending on the top rail style in use.

DMSRET285CS  Retractable 2 Single Sided Silver Base with Clamp $101.00
  

The Boost™ - 33-1/2 with Cardboard Tube and Carry Bag
The Boost™ is an economical and sturdy roll up style banner stand with a silver base. The round steel foot stabilizes the 
base and locks the pole into position to help keep the banner standing straight and prevent it from rocking. The Boost™ 
includes a convenient cardboard tube and nylon carrying bag. Great for in-store promotions and advertising campaigns. 
Assembled dimensions: 33.5˝ wide by 82˝ height.

DMSBST085  The Boost-33-1/2 with Cardboard Tube and Carry Bag $55.00

MyMAGO Banner Stand 
Breaking away from the traditional retractable banner stands. The MyMAGO Banner Stand versatality to become a 2-sided 
banner stand in just a few seconds allows the user to showcase your message front and centre. Save money on media cost 
as the MyMAGO Banner Stand has minimal bleed reqiurments and not to mention the quick and easy set-up. Assembled 
dimensions: 31.5” width by 78.75” height.

LPMMSU2000850SPKG  MyMAGO™ Banner Stand Pkg w/2 Zticks 0.85m x 2m  $210.00

Find Banner media on page 10.

DID YOU KNOW?
Make the most of your banner stand by replacing the graphics and 
re-using the stand. Be sure to keep the key located at the bottom 
of the foot, just in case.
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ACCESSORIES & MEDIA STORAGE

Pre-Mask Tape
This light-tack, heat-resistant tape is an ideal solution for working with small lettering, and a perfect 
companion when working with sign vinyl. It is conveniently reusable and is offered in two sizes.

LT3   Pre-Mask Tape - 3 1/4” x 100 yards  $27.35
LT24   Pre-Mask Tape - 24” x 100 yards  $111.40

Steel Edge Ruler
A knife can slip on a flat ruler and cut you. Steel edge rulers are specifically designed for your safety while providing a user 
friendly method of trimming banners and other media quickly and efficiently. The comfortable “No Pinch Safety Guard˝ 
provides a barrier between the knife and your hand preventing accidents in the shop while at the same time giving you a 
straight and true cut, every time! The extra wide 3.6˝ base contains a thin, super grip, non-slip backing that will hold your 
media into place to guarantee a straight edge. Steel Edge Rulers feature a chromium steel cutting edge with red baked on 
powder coating that provides durability that will last.  Available in a variety of sizes to suit your needs.

DMS438  28˝ Steel Edge Ruler    $67.15
DMS439  40˝ Steel Edge Ruler    $85.25
DMS440  52˝ Steel Edge Ruler    $119.95
DMS441  64˝ Steel Edge Ruler    $146.95
DMS442  76˝ Steel Edge Ruler    $157.45
DMS443  100˝ Steel Edge Ruler    $223.10
  

Self-Healing Cutting Mat
Cutting mats make the job of cutting and trimming long sheets and rolls of media easier while also protecting the surface of 
your production table. These smooth, seamless, self-healing mats allow cutting of clean, razor straight edges while helping 
your blades to last longer. Offered with or without the grid, these mats feature a translucent, non-glare surface which won’t 
obstruct your vision even under direct light. These mats are knife and solvent proof providing a durable solution that you 
can rely on. Available with 1˝ alignment grids to easily align media and cut desired dimensions. These mats easily roll up 
for shipping or storage.

DMS151  2´x4´ Self-Healing Cutting Mat   $39.50
DMS159  6´x4´ Self-Healing Cutting Mat   $120.65
DMS152  8´x4´ Self-Healing Cutting Mat   $159.40

DMS151G  2´x4´ Self-Healing Cutting Mat with Grid  $58.60
DMS159G  6´x4´ Self-Healing Cutting Mat with Grid  $155.65
DMS152G  8´x4´ Self-Healing Cutting Mat with Grid  $194.45
  

Rhino Table
The Rhino Tables provides a clean cutting surface that you can work withour worry of inflicting damage to your project. The 
removable self-healing mats allow cutting and trimming long sheets and rolls of media easier. Constructed with steel frames 
and tough powder coated finished, the Rhino Table has the versatility to adjust the height of the legs for comfortable work 
settings.

DMS4082  8’x4’ Rhino Table w/ Cutting Mat & Grid
DMS2035  10’x4’ Rhino Table w/ Cutting Mat & Grid
DMS7776  8’x5’ Rhino Table w/ Cutting Mat & Grid
DMS7008  10’x5’ Rhino Table w/ Cutting Mat & Grid
DMS7019  Set of 4 Locking Casters 
DMS9524A  4’ Wide Roll Holder
DMS9524B  5’ Wide Roll Holder
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FINISHING PRODUCTS

Iron Man 16 Roll Mobile Storage Cart
Heavy rolls of media are valuable and sensitive. Easily organize media & eliminate clutter by  
removing rolls from difficult to access shelves, or laying on the floor where they can become  
easily soiled or propose safety hazards. The Iron Man 16 Roll Mobile Storage Cart is a 
convenient solution to safely organize and store up to 16 rolls of media. It ensures that rolls 
remain upright due to the secure fit of the 2˝ by 17˝ spindles, which allows for easy access 
and return to the storage unit.

Iron Man 16 Roll Mobile Storage Cart - Black      
Available upon request.

Banner Ups® Tabs, PowerTabs® and EdgeTabs®

Banner Ups® Tabs, Banner Ups® PowerTabs® and Banner Ups® Crystal Clear EdgeTabs® offer 
a quick and easy solution to hang banners without sewing or grommeting – No special tools 
required! They provide an economical alternative to traditional grommets and are available 
in a variety of configurations to fit every need. They are less conspicuous than grommets, 
blending into the banner for a clean, chic finish - especially when using clear tabs.  

PowerTabs® are available in white and clear and are suitable for heavy-duty outdoor use. 
Both Banner Ups® Tabs® and PowerTabs® can be mounted horizontally, vertically and Banner 
Ups® Tabs®  can even be mounted on a 45 degree angle. 

Banner Ups® Crystal Clear EdgeTabs® are available in clear only and are suitable for light 
duty or indoor hanging  banners. Due to their rectangular shape, Crystal Clear EdgeTabs® 
may be used at corners as an alternative or when additional fastening points are desired 
along banner edges.

DMSBAN001100 Banner Ups® Tabs White - 100 Pk.   $43.25

DMSBAN011100 Banner Ups® PowerTabs® White - 100 Pk   $37.30
DMSBAN014100 Banner Ups®  PowerTabs® Crystal Clear - 100 Pk  $65.50

DMSBAN016100 Banner Ups® EdgeTabs® Crystal Clear - 100 Pk  $50.40
  

Banner Ups® PowerTape®

Eliminate the need for traditional banner finishing methods (fold, hem, grommet etc.) with 
this quick & easy solution to reinforce the banner edge. Using PowerTape® will remove the 
risk of potential damage to the image by post-print sewing. It has been specifically designed 
to create less wrinkles and reduce edge curl, converting your image into a quality product 
that your customers will appreciate.

DTACC9350  Banner Ups® PowerTape® 1.5˝ x 36 Yd   $35.25
  

Double Sided MegaTape®

A quick & easy solution to create the look of a traditional, fold-finished banner edge. It 
creates a durable, clean banner hem with even greater strength than ordinary double-sided 
banner hem tape and even PowerTape®. The superior rigidity of MegaTape® makes it much 
easier to produce a firm, sharp edge than with traditional double sided hem tapes.  
MegaTape® can be used for both single sided and double sided banners.

DMSMEGATAPE1 Double Sided MegaTape® 1.5˝ x 30 Yards  $42.30

EdgeTabs®

PowerTabs®
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Super Duty PowerPunch™
A heavy duty hand-held punch capable of easily punching holes into thick banner media. 
This easy to use punch cuts through Banner Ups® PowerTabs®, PowerTape® and heavy duty 
banner substrates cleanly, with little effort. Its relatively small size and light weight  
construction make the Power-Punch™ completely portable and significantly more   
economical in comparison to traditional bench top grommet press methods. It is capable 
of cutting through substrates up to 4.5mm thick and was specifically designed to punch 
5/16˝ sized holes (perfectly sized for the center-hole of PowerTabs®). The punch is  
replaceable ensuring long term durability far greater than paper punches or single-hole 
dies, which become dull quickly. 

DMSPPUNCH  Super Duty PowerPunch™  $60.45

Grommet Press Package
The TEP-3 Deep Throat Grommet Attaching Machine is a grommet press made of   
durable, heavy duty cast iron. It is the perfect hand operated grommet attaching machine 
for semi-professional usage and is a must have for any shop. The TEP-3 offers   
affordability, portability and requires absolutely no maintenance. It holds interchangeable 
dies up to #5 (5/8˝) and is suitable for numerous materials. The TEP-3 Grommet Press can 
be bench mounted or free standing on whichever counter-top or table is most convenient 
for you. The Grommet Press Package includes: A TEP-3 Deep Throat Grommet Attaching 
Machine, 500 x #2 (3/8˝) nickel finish, self-piercing grommet & washer sets, 2-piece 
grommet die set, an instruction booklet & 4 x mounting screws with allen key to easily 
mount the grommet press to table.
  
GRMTPK Grommet Press Package    $356.70
  (Machine, Dies, 500 piece Grommets/Washers)

GRMTRP 3/8˝ Self Piercing Nickel Grommets - 500 Pk. $72.00

FINISHING PRODUCTS

Didn’t find what you were looking for?
We are here to help!
Give us a call and we’ll do everything that we can to 
ensure that you find what you need to be successful!
800.521.5255
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Ready to Order?  Have Questions?  We are here to help!

Call: 1.800.521.5255 or visit StahlsDMS.com for more information.

ImageWorx® DTG RIP Software 
Get the best DTG results possible with this raster image processor software. Colour management controls print 30-
40% faster on light garments than standard included RIP software. Seamless integrattion with design applications like 
Photoshop®, Illustrator® and Corel®. ImageWorx® DTG RIP software makes Direc-to-Garment printing easier and more 
efficient, simplifying your workflow and increasing productivity.

SIRIPS    

Roland® CutStudio™ Software
Design software compatible for Roland vinyl cutters. CutStudio allows entry-level users to easily create basic text, graphics, 
scale and repositon as well as mirror vector images.

RCSW    

TwillStitchPro PLUS® 
Simple to use program when you need to create fast appliqué sew files from vector art. Import exisiting embroidery files 
into your designs and preview the finished product on screen prior to production. With 39 different Motif stitch types, 40 
tackle twill shapes and easy to use editing tools TwillStitchPro PLUS automates the stitch sequence for Stahl’s Auto Stitch 
digitized sew files in seconds.

TSPPCD   
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SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

Trade discounts are applied to all sales except equipment, inks and select Epson® and Viper consumables. (Other exceptions may exist and are subject 
to change.) We apologize; but at this time, your Stahls’ Trade Discount cannot be applied to purchases from other GroupeSTAHL companies. Stahls’ 
Canada maintains the right to withhold trade discounts on accounts that are not in good standing. 

Stahls’ Trade Discount
Thank you for choosing Stahls’ DMS 
As a way of thanking our customers for their loyalty, we offer the Stahls’ Trade Discount. The trade discount is designed 
to reward you for your purchases by providing a percentage off your order when you buy from Stahls’ on a regular basis. 
The more you buy, the more you save. There is no need to sign up to receive the discount; if you have a Stahls’ Canada or 
Stahls’ DMS account number, you’re already enrolled.

Stahls’ Trade Discount: At a Glance
Your Stahls’ Trade Discount percentage is based upon the dollar amount of your purchases for the past 12 months. 
Once a base trade discount level is earned, it’s good for 12 months; however, your account will be reviewed quarterly to 
see if you are eligible for an even higher trade discount percentage. Your trade discount will automatically be deducted at 
checkout.  Annual Purchases Trade Discount 

  % OFF Standard Canadian Price List

 $1,500 to $4,999 3%

 $5,000 to $9,999 4%

 $10,000 to $19,999 5%

 $20,000 or higher 6%



We guarantee to replace any item that is defective in materials and workmanship free of charge, within 30 days of delivery.  
Our liability is limited to the value of Stahls' Canada products only. There are no other warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to express 

or implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

PRODUCT GUARANTEE

RETURNS

Order online at Stahls.ca

PHONE IN YOUR ORDER: 800-521-5255 
Order Dept. Hours: M-F, 8:00am - 7:00pm, EST 
Please have your customer number, postal code or phone number 
available. For quality control purposes, your call may be monitored 
or recorded. 

PICK-UPS: 8:30am - 5:00pm
Western Provinces: 5303-97 Street Edmonton AB T6E 5M6

FIRST TIME ORDERS:  
First orders can be made with a valid credit card; a customer 
profile is required thereafter. Our team will help you create a 
customer profile. A customer profile and tax I.D. resale certificate 
are required to set up an account. 

EMAIL YOUR ORDER: CANADA@STAHLSCANADA.COM 
Our 24-hour fax line is always open for taking orders. Please 
request a Fax Information Pack for faxing orders. Fees may apply 
to hand written orders. 

ORDERS CANNOT BE MODIFIED ONCE PLACED.
Stahls' Canada makes every effort to stock a variety of items, 
colours, and materials. In the event of a back order, you will be 
notified of availability, alternatives and charges.

HANDLING FEE: There is a $2.50 handling fee on orders under 
$75. There is no handling fee on orders $75 or greater.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: Stahls’ Canada
800.521.5255 or 586.772.9868 M-F 8:30am - 5:00pm

SHIPPING: NEXT DAY, TWO-DAY, GROUND 
Saturday delivery available upon request.

Orders ship UPS Ground unless otherwise specified. All orders are 
shipped FOB from Stahls' Canada warehouse. We cannot accept 
liability for the failure of any carrier to fulfill a promised delivery 
time. Stahls' Canada may ship an order in separate packages.

FINANCIAL SERVICES: 800-521-5210
Dept. Hours: M-F, 8:00am - 6:00pm, EST 

Stahls' Canada offers two payment methods:
 1.  Visa, MasterCard
 2.  Stahls' Canada Net 30 Account (requires approval)

Orders will be shipped using a major credit card or payment in 
advance until credit has been established.

Payment by Mail: 
Stahls' Canada 
13 - 3120 Rutherford Road Suite 260 
Vaughan, ON  L4K 0B2

New customer account forms are available online,  
Stahls.ca, or call Stahls' Financial Services.

Past Due Accounts/Returned Checks 
2% per month charged on past due accounts. Orders on past due 
accounts may be delayed. Accounts with returned checks are sub-
ject to a $40.00 per check service charge.

TO ORDER SHIPPING/PAYMENT

REQUEST FOR RETURN AUTHORIZATION 
must be made within 30 days of invoice date. In order to process 
your return quickly and accurately, returns can only be accepted 
with a Return Authorization Number (RA) issued by our Customer 
Service Quality Department; RA Numbers are valid for 30 days from 
the date issued. All returned merchandise should be in its original 
condition. Product or equipment returned without a RA Number will 
be refused and will not be processed for credit. 

Please indicate RA# on packages and send to:  
Stahls' DMS 
140 Snow Boulevard Units 1-3  
Concord, ON L4K 4C1     
Attn: Return Department with RA Number.

Prices in this book reflect Canadian dollars. Stahls' Canada and Stahls’ DMS product availability and prices are subject to change. 

COMPLETE ROLLS/YARDAGE

     Damage free materials can be returned within 30 days with a 20%           
     restocking fee.

CUSTOM/NON-STOCK ITEMS CANNOT BE RETURNED.
Custom designs and items cut to order from non-stocked colours, 
styles or fabrics are non-returnable because these items have 
been cut specifically for you.

SOFTWARE, PRINTERS, CUTTERS, LAMINATORS AND CD’S CANNOT BE 
RETURNED.

DAMAGE DUE TO FREIGHT CARRIER 
Packages received damaged should be noted as such with 
carrier at time of delivery. Stahls’ Canada must be notified 
immediately and product must be kept in original packaging for 
carrier evaluation and/or return when applicable. Our 30 Day 
return policy will still apply. Damaged equipment should be 
photographed, if possible.


